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I want to:

Detect fraud and non-disclosure

Elevate the customer experience

Assess tail risk and reinsurance

Segment risks

Improve enterprise risk management 

Increase stIncrease straight-through-processing

Optimize my workflow

What can you build with Verisk Life?

Verisk has a long and proud history of building and delivering innovative 
solutions that solve industry challenges. Our extensive data assets and 
advanced analytics capabilities support your stable and profitable growth.

Data drives growth—if 
you know how to use it.

By leveraging Verisk Life’s robust, 
integrated analytics capabilities, you 
can mitigate future uncertainties, 
driving consistency and transparency 
ththroughout your organization’s workflow.

Those who can rapidly adapt to shifting customer expectations and capitalize on 
innovative digital solutions for more effective and profitable decision-making will 
thrive in the new life insurance marketplace.

Agile is profitable.

The life insurance landscape is transforming. Changing customer demographics, 
rapid technological advances, and emerging data sources are changing the way insurers 

are managing risk—meanwhile, underwriting, actuarial, and claims teams are 
increasingly being asked to do more with less. How can your organization keep up?
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Take your life insurance 
business to new heights





The Tobacco Usage Propensity Model is part of a suite of life insurance underwriting, 
actuarial and claims solutions that span the policy lifecycle.         

With its long history of delivering analytic and workflow solutions to the property/casualty 
industry, Verisk is now delivering this same value to life insurers.  

Why Verisk?.

Our Tobacco Usage Propensity Model combines cutting-
edge audio analytics with traditional and non-traditional 
data sources to indicate—with a high degree of accuracy—
the likelihood that an applicant is a smoker. 

Benefts
• Increased underwriting speed and accuracy
• Better cus• Better customer experience
• Streamlined workflow and lower costs
• Increase straight-through processing at point of sale
• Improved risk segmentation

Verisk’s Tobacco Usage Propensity Model can help 

You only have one chance
 to get life underwriting right

Your customers want a fast quote. 

You need accurate information to assess and price risk.

Can you improve your underwriting workflow to ensure that 
only individuals with a high tobacco usage propensity are 
sent for cotinine testing?sent for cotinine testing?

$18 Million
Estimated premium lost per year 
due to non-disclosure of tobacco use*
*ISO research

Life insurers and reinsurers tell us failure to 
disclose tobacco use is a top underwriting 
concern. As accelerated underwriting gains 
traction, how do you balance thoroughness 
with the need for speed?  

Tobacco Usage
Propenisty Model




